
CONVENTION
ON THE RECOGNMTON 0F STUDIES, DIPLOMAS AND
DEGREFS CONCERNING HIGHER EDUCATION IN THEf

STATES BELONGENG TO THE EUROPE REGION

Preamble

The States of the Europe Region, Parties to this Convention,

Recalling that, as the Gencral Conférence of Unesco bas noted on several
occasions in its resolutions concerning European co-operation, - the
developmcnt of co-operation between nations in the fields ofeoducation, science,
culture and communication, in accordance with thc priciples set out in Unescos
Constitution, plays an essential rote in the promotion of peace and international
understanding ",

Conscious of the close relationship that exists between their cultures, despite
their diversity of languages and the différences in economnic and social systems,
and desiring to strengthen their co-operation in the field of education and
training in the interests of the well-being and lasting prosperity of theïr peoples,

Recalling that the States meeting in Helsinki expressed, in the Final Act of
the Conférence on Security and Co-operation in Europe (1 August 1975)(1), their
intention "*to improve access, under mutually acceptable conditions, for
students, teachers and scholars of the participating States to each other's
educational, cultural and scientific: institutions ... in particular by ... arriving
at the mMtqail, recpgniitptn of, academic degrees and diplomnas either througji
governmal, agrçeuientj.. vcre necessary, or direct arrangements between
universities and ot ,her institulions of hîgher Iearning and research ", and also by
"promnoting a more exact assessment of the problems of comparison and
equivalence of academnie égrees and diplomas ".

Recalling that, with a view to promoting the attainment of these objectives,
most of the Cot>tracting States have alrcady concluded bilateral or subregional
agreements among themselves conoerning the equivaience or recogntion of
diploms; but desiring, while pursuing and intensifying their efforts at the
bilateral and subegiona levels, to extend their co-operation in this field to the
whole Europe Region,

Convinced that the great diversity of higher education systema in the Europe
Region constitutes an exceptionally rich cultural, asset which should be
preserved, and desiringt to, enable ail their peoples to benefit fully from this rich
cultural asset by facilittng access by the inhabitants, of each Contracting State
to the educationai resources of the other Contracting States, more especially by
authorizing themn to continue their education in higher educational institutions
in those other States,

Considering that, to authorize admission to further stages of study, the
concept of the recognition of studies should be employcd, a concept which in a
context of social and international mobility, makes it possible to evaluate the
tevel of education reached bearing in mid knowledge acquirod, as attested by

('>Cnd. 6198.


